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Country, Country-Rock, and Blues with a mix of subtle sadness in a bitter-sweeet yet raw edge way.

Some real Classical influences from Johann Sebastian Bach to Chet Atkins to Jimi Hendrix. You will be

surprised at this total contrast of dark to bright and 11 MP3 Songs COUNTRY: Country Pop, BLUES:

Rhythm  Blues Details: Roland J. Bowman is a classically trained X Navy Band guitarist and pianist with a

Performance Degree. He is 53 and has since 1994 focused on writing and recording. His 1996 first CD,

Rollin' is 11 songs of life's joys and sorrows. After touring with the Navy in the late 70's as a lead guitarist

in the midwest, he went on to get a piano performance degree, and was deeply influenced by

Beethoven's 32 piano sonates and pianist Claudio Arrau. After studies at Northeastern University in

Chicago in the early 80's, he went on to get a piano performance degree. Then after years of CW, and

RR band's in Chicago, he relocated to his home in Mathews Va.,and began serious composing in the mid

90's. The CD Rollin' is a very inspired collection of songs and is a very eclectic mix, yet not at all random.

The fabric of this music is woven in a bitter-sweet blend, which is transparent and alive, yet sublime and

truly inspiring. Spontaneous, clear, and captivating from beggining to end. It gets better every time you

hear it. CREDITS: rollin' was Roland J. Bowman's first full length album it was recorded and mastered at

Master traxx Productions in august and September of 1996. It contains eleven original country and Rock 

roll songs. Roland handled the duties of both rhythm and lead guitar as well as bass, keyboards, and

vocals. Accompanying musicians are as follows: Tab Warwick - Drums, Harmony Vocals Fido Stevens :

Bass Guitar Ricky Hudgins : Slide Guitar Barry  Debbie Morgan : Harmony Vocals Produced by Tab

Warwick All Songs by Roland bowman To view Roland Bowman's lyrics, just search Lyrics Roland

Bowman in google or any major search engine. TY.
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